
Gap Equity – Our soft preferred equity LP structure
Invest primarily in Class B/C assets in Class B/B+ locations, where a value-add strategy is targeted to yield 10-20%+ rent increases
Target a 15-18%+ deal level IRR over a three to five-year hold with a 5-7% annual cash-on-cash return
Invest up to 85% of total equity in a transaction, with Sponsor equity subordination, usually to 10% IRR and commensurate multiple
DVO maintain expanded major decision rights, with active asset management, budget approval, and capex administration 

GP Co-Investment – 50% - 80% of GP equity position
Invest in projects whose location, design, or amenities provide a competitive advantage over competing assets within undersupplied or
high growth markets
Target 20%+ deal level IRR and a 2.0x equity multiple over a three to five-year hold period

For our Gap equity product the terms are:
Carried Interest: 30-50% above a 15% IRR
LP Contribution: Up to 85% of required equity
Investment Term: Target 3-7 year investment horizon

For our Co-Investment Fund the product terms for both ground up and development deals
Max Investment: 80% of GP equity up to $10 million
Min Investment: $500,000
Cash flow split: Pari-passu deal level cash flows
Promote participation: 30% - 50% of LP promote
Fee participation: 35% of development or origination and exit fees

1. Can you tell me a little about DVO and its investment strategy?
 
We invest in core plus, value add & ground up development multifamily opportunities. We invest via two structures:

 
2. What kind of apartments do you like to invest in?
 
We buy C+/B- in B/A- locations to try and bring the asset closer in line with its competing properties and therefore increase cashflow
 
3. What are the typical terms of your equity investments?
 

 
4. What do you look for in a partner?
 
Experience, reputation, balance sheet…
 
 

Mr. Valger is a seasoned real estate private equity executive with more than 20 years of experience managing people, originating,
structuring and underwriting real estate and corporate private equity transactions.  Mr. Valger has been personally responsible for
originating and closing in excess of $6 billion (in total capitalization) of real estate transactions.  Mr. Valger founded DVO to invest in
multifamily real estate opportunities nationally with a focus on ‘gap’ equity investment structures. DVO Real Estate is a private real estate
investment firm focused exclusively on providing equity solutions for middle-market, multifamily investments in select markets across the
United States. We employ a fundamental value-oriented investment approach and target assets that offer yield plus growth and represent
an opportunity to enhance cash flow and increase value through repositioning strategies designed to maximize returns while mitigating
risks.
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5. What kind of rehab goodies have the highest ROI? 
 
Depends entirely on the market but inside the unit upgrades such as appliances (washer/dryer where possible), countertop surfaces, cabinets
and flooring usually provide the most direct ROI…amenities like gym, pool, dog walk, BBQ/Grill areas and specialty rooms for yoga, cross
fitness, etc…are also in high demand.
 
6. Have you seen any equity infusion/rescue capital deals out there?
 
Less in value add and more in development deals…
 
7. Did you have any deals, pre-covid, that didn’t make it to the goal line?
 
If you mean foreclosure – NO. if you mean did not achieve rent or NOI goals, - YES.
 
8. What goes into your hold/sell decision? Has that changed?
 
- Have we achieved the price we projected? Is this within 5%-7% of what could be achieved realistically within 12-24 months? What risks exist
in the sub-market and in the greater market over the prolonged hold period?
 
9. Ground up or value add-Which is the play today?
 
Both. But, ground up in the right situation may pose to provide the best discount to peak cost basis and you don’t have to rent in the next 12-
24 months which will be the toughest…
 
10. The coronavirus making apartment dwellers flee to home or to less dense areas or lower interest rates: which will have the bigger impact
on apartment owner?
 
To buy a home, one needs to have the deposit and one needs to believe that buying a home will be accretive to their lifestyle…larger
apartments in less dense suburban transit oriented markets with the right conditions should come out of this period very well. We generally
look for the following elements before we commit to an investment:
o Employment & wage growth
o Strong local economic engine
o Strong new household formation trend
o Favorable demographics
o Employer diversity
o High barriers to entry
 


